In this paper we study embeddings of a graph G in Euclidean space R" that are 'regular' in the following sense: given any two distinct vertices u and v of G, the distance between the corresponding points in R" equals a if u and v are adjacent, and equals β otherwise. It is shown that for any given value of s -(β 2 -a 2 )/β 2 9 the minimum dimension of a Euclidean space in which G is regularly embeddable is determined by the characteristic polynomials of G and (7.
1. Introduction. To embed a graph in Euclidean spaces with various restrictions, and to find the minimum dimension of the space for these embeddings, are interesting problems [1] , [4] , [5] . In this paper we consider a regular embedding of a graph.
An embedding of a graph G in a Euclidean space R n is called a regular embedding of G provided that, for any two distinct vertices u and v of G, the distance between the corresponding points in R n equals a if u and v are adjacent, and equals β otherwise. The vertices of G are mapped onto distinct points of R n , but there is no restriction on the crossing of edges. The value s -(β 2 -a 2 )/β 2 is called the parameter of the regular embedding. Let dim(G, s) denote the minimum number n such that G can be regularly embedded in R n with parameter s. Consider, for example, the circuit graph C 5 . For every regular embedding of C 5 , it is seen that and ( 5 ) { [4 otherwise .
The 'critical' embeddings of C 5 in R 2 with s = \(± vT -1) are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Let φ(G; x) denote the characteristic polynomial of a graph G (that is, φ(G; JC) =| JCI -A(G) |), and put
where g is the number of vertices of G, and G is the complement of G. Let x~ and x 4 " be, respectively, the minimum root and the maximum root of the polynomial Φ(G; x). Suppose that x~~ < 0, and 1 < x + . A semimetric space S is said to be irreducibly embeddable in R n provided that it is isometric to a subset of R n but not isometric to any subset of R n~K THEOREM (Blumenthal [2] (ii) for every pair x, y of points of S,
. Since there is a O-embedding of G in a Euclidean space as a regular simplex of side-length 1, we can restate BlumenthaΓs theorem in the following way. For any two graphs G and H, let H C G mean that H is an induced subgraph of G. THEOREM 
There exists a t-embedding (t < 1) of a graph G in R n if and only if there is a G
o C G with g 0 (< n + 1) vertices such that (i) for any F C G θ9 signCM(F; t) = signCM(F; 0); (ii) for any G o ^ H C G, CM(H; t) = 0. In this case, dim(G, t) -g 0 -1. Let s + (G) be
Calculation of CM(G; s).
Let \ r and J r denote, respectively, the identity r X r matrix and r X r matrix each entry of which is 1. 
After a brief calculation, we have
, we have the following:
Bounds on the parameter s. Put Φ(G; x) = φ(G; -x) -(-\) 8 φ(G; x -1), where g is the number of vertices of G. Then Theorem 3 says

CM{G\s) =s g -χ Φ(G; \/s).
Note that s 0 φ 0 is a root of CM(G; s) if and only if l/s 0 is a root of Φ(G; x). Thus we have the following theorem: THEOREM Proof. Since (see [6] , p. 331), we have -£-Φ (G; x) = -^{φ(G; -x) -(-l) g φ(G; x -1)} Differentiating repeatedly, we have the lemma. Proof. Since Φ U \G; x*) -0 for j < k it follows from the above lemma that
The polynomial Φ(G; x) has a positive root if and only if 5 + (G) < oo. In this case, \/s + (G) is the maximum root of Φ(G; x). The polynomial Φ(G; x) has a negative root if and only if s~ (G) > -oo. In this case, l/s~ (G) is the minimum root ofΦ(G; x).
Now let V(G)
Since there is an ^-embedding of G for every s" (G) < s < 5 + (G), it follows by the continuity that
x% it follows that the non-zero term of the left-hand side of (#) must have the same sign, which is impossible. Hence Φ (G iι ... i ; 9 x*) = 0. THEOREM 
If there is a t-embedding of G then
Proof. It is clear that the theorem holds true for graphs with fewer vertices than three. Assume that there exists a graph for which the theorem does not hold, and let H be one of such graphs which is minimal in the number of vertices. Then there is a ί-embedding of H such that t < s~ (H) H; x) . If x + is a multiple root, then <&(//,; x + ) = 0 by Lemma 3, which implies that s + (//,.) = 5 + (ίί) < t, a contradiction. Thus x + must be a simple root of Φ(H; x). Since Φ(H; x) changes sign when x passes through x + , a simple root, CM(/f; 5) also changes sign when s passes through s*(H). Since signCM(#; ί) = signCM(#; 0) or CM(^; 0 = 0 (because there is a r-embedding of H), and s + (H) < t, there must be a root J 1 of CM(7/; s) such that s + (#) < s λ < ί. Thus Φ(/ί; x) has a root Xj = \/s x such that 1// < Xj < x + . Then, by Rolle's theorem, there is a £, x λ <|<x + , such that Φ\H\ ξ) = 0. But since l/{ < l/jc t < / < J + (fl)), there is a (l/£)-embedding of H i9 and Φ(//, ; I) is non-zero and has the same sign for every /. This contradicts the fact that 0 = Φ'(H\ ξ) = -Σ Φ(if z ; ξ). 
